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vray realtime sky v.1.01: allows realtime update of the vray sky in viewport, through any change of sun position
or parameter. changes the sun intensity for display only, not at rendertime, to allow for sky visibility without a

physical camera exposure. important note: it's strongly suggested to keep the background texture size at
something like 256 in the vieport driver preferences to obtain optimal realtime performance. if updates seem

sluggish, slow, or impossible, that's what you want to change. updated the to refresh the viewport as soon as it's
activated, and changed the viewport-only multiplier to 0. well you could try opening a ticket to see if you can get
a response from them. a lot of people work on vray so they may be able to help you. if not do you have any ideas
about the bugs you're experiencing? there are some known bugs for vray and at least for us it seems the official

bug tracker is down and it won't be up for a while. the ones i have reported don't seem to have been fixed yet. do
you want to know how to attach a bug report to vray? consider this scenario. you buy a camera and take a photo.

well it's not 100% correct but it's approximated. you open the raw file in photoshop and paste it into the
clipboard. now you go back to the photo you took, open it up in photoshop and paste the clipborad photo into the
image with a mask. it looks good. now you shoot a new raw file and paste it into the same photoshop image. now

you go in and paste the good photo into the new image with a mask and you export it. when you look at the
output from the camera. you see white ghosting. you know that the raw file has the exact same properties as the

bitmap file, which is what the photo was exported from. what is the problem? if you have the image with the
clipborad photo in it, you have to switch to the photo settings screen to see the white ghosting. so what happens

is that at the time the mask was added the bitmap image was not in a state where the photo information was
written. so it was written with the old image information. if you create a mask in the photo settings screen for the

new image and use it for the new image, it looks right. so it's not the clipping that is a problem, it's the mask
itself. you can't have a mask that is not in a state where the photo information is written. what you need to do is

either make a simple mask that is a clipborad photo, or create another image that is exactly the same as the
bitmap and then make a mask for that. the photo is still in its original raw file. now you can always edit the

existing mask into the second image.
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